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[Feat. Voltage]

Every time we touch, I get this feeling.
And every time we kiss I swear I can fly.
Can't you feel my heart beat fast, I want this to last.
Need you by my side.
Cause every time we touch, I feel the static.
And every time we kiss, I reach for the sky.
Can't you fell my heart beat slow
I can't let you go.
Want you in my life.

Girl I swear down everytime we touch, I feel like I'm in
deep love.
You bring a rise to my cheeks when I'm trying to
preach, ild rather you keep me warm I don't need
gloves.
I wanna be stuck with you and me just in a room so
everyone they can leave us, cause you mean so much
to me, it's just not the fact you bring my peace up.
Il be plain to you, I'm not ashamed of you.
Your the girl of my dreams let me speak up.
Let me put it like this b, I love chocolate eggs and your
better than easter.
So that's why I am on to ya case with your pretty face
and your body that I wanna feel up.
Against mine yeah I got a sweet side, but clock that I'm
a sexual healer

Every time we touch, I get this feeling.
And every time we kiss I swear I can fly.
Can't you feel my heart beat fast, I want this to last.
Need you by my side.
Cause every time we touch, I feel the static.
And every time we kiss, I reach for the sky.
Can't you fell my heart beat slow
I can't let you go.
Want you in my life.

It's you that I want and you no that, I feel right I got no
need to hold back.
Everytime we touch I no that it's right, and I feel like I'm
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on cloud 9.
When you whisper, it feels so nice.
When you touch, it feels so nice.
When we kiss, it feels so nice.
I write, and your on my mind at the same time.
And I feel this motion inside, it's like happiness coming
up everytime.
And I know perfect is hard to find, but I feel like I found
it and your mine.
When you whisper, I get this feeling
When you Touch, I get this feeling
When we Kiss, I get this feeling
These underscribable feeling. it's crazy.

Every time we touch, I get this feeling.
And every time we kiss I swear I can fly.
Can't you feel my heart beat fast, I want this to last.
Need you by my side.
Cause every time we touch, I feel the static.
And every time we kiss, I reach for the sky.
Can't you fell my heart beat slow
I can't let you go.
Want you in my life.
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